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With the development of computer graphics in recent years, non-photorealistic
rendering (NPR) has been paid more and more attention. As the most concise and
communicative technique of the NPR, line drawings can be remarkably efficient at
conveying the information of objects as much as possible with a minimum of visual
distraction. Line drawings is also the basic element of other NPR techniques, it can be
combined with other methods in order to produce different kinds of rendering effect.
There are two main categories of line drawings with three-dimensional models,
object method and image space method. The object space method works directly on
the mesh of the object itself. This method can get line drawings with high quality,
however the efficiency of the method depends on how complicated the object mesh is.
While compared with object method, image space method is much more easy to
implement and also much more efficient, but the quality of lines is less desirable. This
is because the quality of lines in image space is closely related to the quality of the
intermediate rendered image, it’s very sensitive to the noise and trivial details
appeared in the rendered image. As for line drawings of 3d animations, the surface
normal of the mesh needs to be recomputed every frame, the computation of which is
both the critical step and bottle neck of line drawings. Although we can utilize the
existing methods to generate line drawings frame by frame, it cannot be suited for
large scale data.
This dissertation focus on the coherence between adjacent frames in animated
models, based on the image space method and make a improvement on it. We
proposed a line drawing framework which can be used for large scale skinned meshes.
This method exploit the efficiency of image space method and also make a progress
on the quality of lines. The basic idea is as follows. First of all, we speed up the
computation of surface normal by utilizing the coherence between frames in skinned
mesh models. Then we use the obtained normal to render a image suited for image















to filter the noise and other redundant information in the rendered image to get a
stable noiseless image. At last we can finish the image space method to make line
drawings from the high quality rendered image. Results show that our method can
convey the important contour lines of large scale animated meshes efficiently, and the
quality of our lines can compared with object space method.
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